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Abstract: Information retrieval is the method to retrieve information according to user needs. E-library is one of the 

interesting ways for study and education because it includes a huge amount of information and it is stored in special 

database or extracting from a corpus of documents. The E-library is a part of an information retrieval system. It 

provides methods to get information and increase knowledge. But there are inadequacies in the Arabic terms search 

library and they can be solved by enhancing or adopting algorithm in order to make the search of Arabic language 

more efficient and easier. In this work, an algorithm for quadrilaterals of Arabic words for use with a search engine 

of the E-library has been adopted and integrated with New Approach for Extracting Quadrilateral Arabic Root and 

Pattern – based Stemmer for Finding Arabic Roots. According to the analysis done between ordinary search and 

quad search, it can observe the Confidence Interval of the Difference (95%) in the ordinal search located between 1.34 

and 1.66. In contrast, it located between 1.45 and 1.95 in quad search. So, the result of using algorithm for 

quadrilateral of the Arabic word is more effective than ordinary search regarding the results in analysis tests. 

1.0 Introduction 

Information Systems is a very important field that provides the knowledge for the humanity by using all processes with the 

body of data. So, it includes many of the research areas supported with business, economics and information technology in 

order to provide the benefits needed. The physical method of any information systems(IS) is to find the relevant 

communication between people and IT in order to provide the standard way to maximize the benefits of any application. IS 

helps the specialist to design and analyze the system and compare with others in order to show the differentiation of the old 

and latest application. Information retrieval is the method to find the relevant tasks according to the users need. The best 

example of these methods is search engines because they use this approach to customize the user interest through special 

algorithms supported with web mining and use them widely over the internet. The improvement of the E-library systems is to 

increase the number of users and make it more powerful and efficient.  

The Arabic language is the fifth most widely spoken language in the word (Kanaan, AL-shalabi& AL-Kabi, 2005) so, it 

includes many fields to share with technology and it has many different from the English Language.   

Arabic Language is strongly connected with the Qur’an which is the holy book of around two billion Muslims around the 

world. The Arabic language contains twenty-eight letters.  It includes many types of morphology that start reading or writing 

from the right to left and the words includes a connected string of letters according to its position. So, it needs to implement 

specialized way to establish the relevance among the Arabic texts.  

The challenge of that is to make a perfect search for any Arabic words and find the most precise and relevant query result. 

Also, the complexity is to process the Arabic word because most of Arabic letters written in different forms depending on the 

position in the word. (Ex:  ـعـ - ـع - عـ – ع ) . 
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Table 1.1: The Arabic Letter Division 

The Arabic 

letter 

Separate First 

write 

Middle  Last 

Ain( ع ) ـع ـعـ عـ ع 

 

According to the position of the letter it changes the pattern of the word style and this makes it different to identify the root in 

order to perform a search and make any required to match the user need. Also, there are some complex rules in the use of 

morphology which can be for triple or quad words. 

2.0 Literature Review 

2.1 New Approach for Extracting Quadriliteral Arabic Root  

According to GhassanKanaan, Riyad Al-Shalabi, Mohammed Naji Al-Kabi compared between many previous studies and 

showed the differentiation between analyzes of the Arabic methods and structure which assisted me in getting that the roots 

of the words.  

Extracting the quadrilateral of the Arabic words is the main idea in this research as well as the comparison between the 

factors of the performance for derivatives of the Arabic morphological system. The algorithm used in this publication was 

tested on 145 Arabic quadrilateral words for verb, and it got 95% measures for the results. 

The semantic method is the part of this language that makes Arabic from other computing languages like English. Most 

Arabic words are trilateral because about 64% of all Arabic words contain three origin letters. The form of templates “ٌأوزا” 

is the structure used to get the relevant word by using morphology to match the root of any words given. 

The model of trilateral word is called “فعم” (faal), and each word with trilateral letter will match the model and get theresult. 

There are many terms in Arabic that carry no meaning. They are used to join with other words to get correct phrases within 

Arabic structure such as: stop words, explanations, prepositions, conjunctions, interjections, and exceptions, negatives. The 

applications to be used for Arabic language need to work under natural language process, computerized language translation, 

compression of data and spell checking in information retrieval. So, the algorithm needs the rules to show the pattern and root 

files required large amount of storage space and processing time. 

2.2 Pattern – based Stemmer for Finding Arabic Roots 

RiyadAlshalabi in his research describes how the Arabic language is very complex and contains many rules. Therefore many 

methods are needed to extract the root of the Arabic words and to process the item using a search engine or retrieval systems.  

This algorithm explains the procedure of the extracted in the trilateral root for Arabic Language and eliminated unnecessary 

letters including the suffix, prefix and infix. 

Pattern-based algorithm was tested on a corpus of 72 abstract words and the accuracy of this algorithm was about 92%.  

The algorithm covered the difference between the kinds of the stemming of an Arabic words contain trilateral letters and used 

light stemmers, morphological analysis and statistical stemmers to reduce the complexity of the implementation and to 

manually construct dictionary. 

Normalization of the corpus was used to convert the specific Arabic letters “ ا، أ، إ“. For Example: “ ا “. So, that this process 

made performance of the search efficient and also check the vowels, duplicate punctuation and stop words. As mentioned 

above the Arabic words need to be normalized and steps made to reduce the risk of the problem in the algorithm because the 

algorithm checks the statements in the algorithm descriptions and extracts the root of the given word.  
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3.0 Algorithm Description and Methodology 

The methodology of the work is to find an efficient way to retrieve the root of quadrilateral Arabic words and show the result 

in the E-Library System  in order to keep the Arabic language closer with the user's needs. 

The example of the search methods in the Arabic words is "انهُدست" means "engineering" with prefix "ال" and suffix " ة " and 

the result of search find 94 results but when we search by using the algorithm of the root and morphology of the same word 

 .the result is about 163. The result is so far the ordinary word compare with the morphology or root of the same word "هُدس"

The algorithm, that is adopting the E-library system uses to compare between the ordinary word and the root of the same 

word and the result of the two comparison extract the differentiation of the previous compare.  

 

PseudoCode 

The structure of the algorithm uses array to remove the prefix and suffix from the query of the word and the code shown 

below: 

//root search 

echo"<br><input type=checkbox name=root value=1";if($root)echo" checked";echo">انبحث بأصم انكهًت انرباعي"; 

function wordRoot($word){ 

 $word=trim($word); 

 $prefix=array(" و","آ","إ","أ","ا","ث","يج","نم","ال","انى","بال","كال "); 

 $suffix=array(" آ","إ","أ","ا","ى","ي","ِ","ة","اث","اة","اٌ","يٍ","حي","وٌ","ها "); 

 $exception=array(""," اَحدر","عًاٌ","دارس","اندارسيٍ","الله "); 

 $exception4=array(""," حهخم","يركش "); 

 

 if(strlen($word)<4)return "false"; 

 else{ 

 $found=array_search($word,$exception); 

  if($found)return "false"; 

  else{  $found=array_search($word,$exception4); 

   if($found)return $word; 

   else{ 

    //search in prefix   for($i=0;$i<sizeof($prefix);$i++){ 

     $len=strlen($prefix[$i]); 

  $pre=substr($word,0,$len);    if($pre==$prefix[$i]){ 

 $word=substr($word,$len);  break; 

   } } 
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4.0 Design and Implementation 

4.1 Algorithm Execution 

The best way to measure the work is to apply the algorithm dynamically within active application in order to get the results. 

When the structure is applied according to the programming language, it is very helpful to test and perform the work. 

The implementation is as follows: 

1. Install the application designed by PHP using VertrigoServ software to use it as web mining. 

2. Use GUI of the searching in E-Library to get a physical result. 

3.Process the result in communication with documents and databases.  

4. Use applicable tools that support the work to be more powerful (corpus of Arabic texts). 

5.Interface with the web mining by using special codes or local server to shift the program to the web. 

 

The implementation of the E-Library application is as follows: 

1. Run the application. 

2.Choice the search section. 

3.Enter the query in the text box. 

4.Click the check box to get the root. 

5.List the results of books. 

 

Figure 4.1.1: Tool Adopting for Quad Word 

The figure below shows the results of the search in the books when use the ordinary search in the E-Library and before runs 

the quad algorithm that we adopt in the search of books by using tool in the application: 

 

Figure 4.1.2: Results of the Ordinary Search 
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As we show in the top figure, the results of the number of search is shown in the top by books, titles, and authors. It found 

results regarding on the key word that written in the text box without any analyzes for word. By the way, any books library 

includes the search tool in order to help the user to get the relevant result of the query and help to expect the best ranking of 

result using specific steps to perform the results of search engine in the E-Library system. 

But when we adopt the quadrilateral algorithm in the E-Library application it gave different results and ranking of the result 

that given in the ordinary search. The figure below describes the results when operate the algorithm for the same keyword 

and process the root of word: 

 

Figure 4.1.3: Result of the Quad search 

The E-Library application used to find the number of results and its ranking of the Arabic words based on user query. The 

tool adopted in the E-Library application used to get more results of the Arabic books related with the root of the quad word. 

The output helps to increase the information and reach our goals for the knowledge related with the user needs. 

The quadrilateral tool provides rare services for the Quranic Arabic Language to support the user to analyze and check the 

root of the Arabic word regarding the structure of each word in the text box.  

This work performs and processes the Arabic text after the word is written in the text box and the search button is clicked to 

get the result of the user query. Also, the check button tool will help to correct mistakes of quad roots in the Arabic text. It 

assists for the Arabic morphology and shows the root by given the frequency of results regarding on the user query. It's very 

helpful and allows the Arabic user to be more comfortable and closer with the result. 

4.2 Steps to Run Program 

The steps to operate the program are: 

1. Write the Arabic word or copy past it from your collection into the text box. 

2. Click the check button to run the quad algorithm. 

3. Click the search button to get the results regarding on quad search. 

4. Show the result of the books listed after search process of the information retrieval in the system. 

5.0 Results and Discussion 

5.1 Reliability of Survey 

The stability of the results regarding the hypotheses is looking in the different between the ordinary search and quad search. 

The reliability statistics use Alpha Cronbach to measure the stability of the survey depends on the level of the test and the 

percentage of the high performance in the survey which ranges between 0 and 1.  

The table 5.2 shows the cronbach alpha test result (0.787) with 11 numbers of questions view the value of reliability statistics.    
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Table 5.1.1: Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's Alpha N of Items 

.787 11 

 

5.2 Confidence Interval Test 

According to the analysis done between ordinary search and quad search, it can observe the Confidence Interval of the 

Difference (95%) in the ordinal search located between 1.34 and 1.66. In contrast, it located between 1.45 and 1.95 in quad 

search. So, the result of using algorithm for quadrilateral of the Arabic word is more effective than ordinary search regarding 

the results in analysis tests. 

6.0 Conclusion 

E-library is one of the interesting ideas followedfor study in the education. System includes a huge amount of information 

which is stored in special database or extracting from a corpus of documents. The E-library is a part of an information 

retrieval system. It provides methods to get information and increase knowledge.The quadrilateral algorithm has been 

adopted and integrated with New Approach for Extracting Quadrilateral Arabic Root and Pattern based Stemmer for Finding 

Arabic Roots. 
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